
From VLBI to JIVE to ERIC 
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Wim, supporting the advisor of my first research supervisor
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The history of JIVE

•1968 first VLBI observations, in the US 

•1968 first US-Europe (Sweden) observations 

•1975 first discussions of European VLBI 

•1976 US VLBI Network formed 

•1976 first intra-European VLBI observations 

•1980 European VLBI Network formed 

•1993 Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE) 

•1993 US VLB Array opened 

•1997 Japanese space VLBI telescope launched 

•1998 JIVE Data Processor opened, in Dwingeloo   

•2011 Russian space VLBI telescope launched 

•2015 JIVE becomes a European legal entity 
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List by Richard Schilizzi

First EVN consortium board

Launch of JIVE foundation

1967
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The succes of JIVE
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•Is the success of the EVN? 

•Assume we agree it is a success? 
•Stable role, career path of a quite a few astronomers, steady stream 

of publications, technology development, steady funding 

•Technology upgrade path 
•Very broad range of science applications 
•Governance and funding opportunities 
•And illustrate with FRB’s, JUMPING-JIVE 

•Great, dedicated, diverse people
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The people

•Distributed community 
•With very specific expertise in many places 

•Good mix engineering and scientific community 

•Across many countries and cultures 
•Has a stabilising effect 
•Many sources of funding 

•Is politically correct 
•With the EC at least 

•Source of inspiration
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Technology I

•Increasing use of of-the-shelve components, 
revolutionising science capabilities 

•Data sampling and recording 
•Transition of tape to disk recording dramatic: 
•Much cheaper recorders 
•Cheaper media 
•More reliable recording  
•Random access at playback 
•Digital tricks more manageable 
•Allowing broadcast of (part of data) 

•Digitisers for large bands 
•Bandwidth increasing (gradually) 
•Digital receivers are being introduced 

•Data transport, aka e-VLBI 
•Fast response science 

•The thrill of observing with VLBI 
•Most impact: closing the feedback loop 

•Now, flexbuffs: best of both worlds 
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Allowing much more use 
with same human resource
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Technology II

•Software methods 
•Phase referencing with accurate models 

and calibration techniques 

•Finer sampling of the output data 
•Large FoV, pulsar applications 

•Data pipelines with ParselTongue 
•Improving the user experience 

•Currently orking on VLBI casa data path 

•Correlators 
•From extremely hard engineering 
•Custom chips 
•Completely synchronous data path 

•Increasing flexibility 

•Balanced against power consumption 
•Software correlator 
•Space, pulsars, large field, transients 

•FPGA based correlator 
•Large number telescopes applications
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Applied to Fast Radio Burst

•SFXC correlator can do: 
•Deal with e-VLBI and buffered data 

•Coherent de-dispersion 

•Arbitrary small pulse gating 

•Phase rotate to anywhere in primary beam 
•Trigger on auto-correlation signals 

•Produce time series for pencil beam 
•Applying calibration factors 

•Proved of great value 
•Global collaboration hunting FRB’s 
•Including Arecibo, VLA 

•Repeating FRB121102 
•And really lucky with few EVN campaigns
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Pulsar data for verification

The Lorimer burst

Local Dwingeloo team

VLA localisation

EVN bursts
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•Association with mas scale accuracy 

•Host is a dwarf galaxy at z = 0.19  

•Radio source associated with star-forming region  

•Offset from centre

Bassa et al. 2017

Dwarf galaxy

Star forming 
region at 
the FRB position 

HST
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A mildly relativistic radio jet from the otherwise
normal type Ic supernova 2007gr
Z. Paragi1,2, G. B. Taylor3, C. Kouveliotou4, J. Granot5, E. Ramirez-Ruiz6, M. Bietenholz7,8, A. J. van der Horst4,
Y. Pidopryhora1, H. J. van Langevelde1,10, M. A. Garrett9,10,11, A. Szomoru1, M. K. Argo12, S. Bourke1 & B. Paczyński{

The class of type Ic supernovae have drawn increasing attention
since 1998 owing to their sparse association (only four so far) with
long duration c-ray bursts (GRBs)1–4. Although both phenomena
originate from the core collapse of a massive star, supernovae emit
mostly at optical wavelengths, whereas GRBs emit mostly in soft
c-rays or hard X-rays. Though the GRB central engine generates
ultra-relativistic jets, which beam the early emission into a narrow
cone, no relativistic outflows have hitherto been found in type Ib/c
supernovae explosions, despite theoretical expectations5–7 and
searches8. Here we report radio (interferometric) observations
that reveal amildly relativistic expansion in a nearby type Ic super-
nova, SN 2007gr. Using two observational epochs 60 days apart, we
detect expansion of the source and establish a conservative lower
limit for the average apparent expansion velocity of 0.6c.
Independently, a second mildly relativistic supernova has been
reported9. Contrary to the radio data, optical observations10–13 of
SN 2007gr indicate a typical type Ic supernovawith ejecta velocities
6,000 km s21, much lower than in GRB-associated supernovae.

We conclude that in SN 2007gr a small fraction of the ejecta pro-
duced a low-energy mildly relativistic bipolar radio jet, while the
bulk of the ejecta were slower and, as shown by optical spectro-
polarimetry14, mildly aspherical.

On 2007 August 15.51 UT the Katzman Automatic Imaging
Telescope (KAIT) discovered15 SN 2007gr at magnitude 13.8 in the
bright spiral galaxy NGC 1058, at a distance16 of 10.66 1.3Mpc. At
discovery, SN 2007gr was less than five days old, based on its non-
detection with KAIT on 2007 August 10.44 UT. Later optical observa-
tions11,12 firmly classified SN 2007gr as a type Ic stripped envelope
core-collapse supernova. SN 2007gr was one of the closest of its
kind. Radio observations17 with the Very Large Array (VLA) on
2007 August 17 revealed a radio source with a flux density
F8.4GHz5 0.6106 0.040mJy, thus making the source an ideal can-
didate for high-resolution radio imaging. The electronic very long
baseline interferometry (e-VLBI) technique, which significantly
improved the flexibility of the European VLBI network (EVN),
enabled us to carry out sensitive high-angular-resolution observa-
tions soon after the discovery.

We observed SN 2007gr at 5 GHzwith a subset of the EVN on 2007
September 6–7 for 11 h (,25 days after the supernova explosion),
using the e-VLBI technique (see also Supplementary Information
Sections 1 and 3). We detected a source with a peak brightness of
422 mJy per beam at 5.6 times the off-source noise level of 75 mJy per

beam and determined an upper limit of 7milliarcseconds (mas) for
its angular diameter size (Fig. 1). At 10.6Mpc, this corresponds to a
linear (diameter) size of,1.13 1018 cm, which sets an upper limit of
Ævappæ, 8.6c on the average isotropic apparent expansion speed of
the ejecta.

1Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE), Postbus 2, 7990AADwingeloo, TheNetherlands. 2MTAResearchGroup for Physical Geodesy andGeodynamics, POBox91, H-1521 Budapest,
Hungary. 3University of New Mexico, Department of Physics and Astronomy, MSC07 4220, 800 Yale Blvd NE Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-0001, USA. 4Space Science Office,
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 38512, USA. 5Centre for Astrophysics Research, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, Hertfordshire AL10 9AB,
UK. 6Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of California, Santa Cruz, California 95064, USA. 7Hartebeesthoek Radio Observatory, PO Box 443, Krugersdorp, 1740,
South Africa. 8Department of Physics and Astronomy, York University, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada. 9Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON), Postbus 2, 7990
AADwingeloo, TheNetherlands. 10LeidenObservatory, Leiden University, Postbus 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, TheNetherlands. 11Centre for Astrophysics and Supercomputing, Swinburne
University of Technology, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122, Australia. 12Curtin Institute of Radio Astronomy, Curtin University of Technology, GPO Box U1987, Perth,Western Australia 6845,
Australia.
{Deceased.
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Figure 1 | EVN and EVN1GBT observations of SN 2007gr. The colours,
ranging from2150 to 441mJy per beam, show themapof SN2007gr observed
on 2007 September 6–7 at 5GHz with the EVN using the e-VLBI technique.
Theoff-source noise in themap is 75mJy per beam, and the peak is 422mJy per
beam (5.6s). TheVLBI location of RA5 02h 43min 27.97151 s, dec.5137u
209 44.68730 (J2000) is consistentwith theVLAcoordinatesRA5 02h 43min
27.972 s, dec.5137u 209 44.6770 (J2000) obtained at a lower resolution. The
black contours show the naturally weighted and tapered EVN1GBT image of
SN2007gr on 2007November 5–6. At this epoch the off-source noise is 13mJy
per beam, and the peak is 60mJy per beam (4.7s). The image is centred at the
positionmeasured by the EVN at the first epoch. The apparent position shift
in the peak brightness from the centre indicates that at lower resolution there
is some extended flux density detected near the supernova position. The
restoring beam for this image is 15.263 6.85mas at a position angle of 53.3u.
The contours are drawnat226, 26, 39 and52mJy per beam (corresponding to
22, 2, 3 and 4 s).

Vol 463 |28 January 2010 |doi:10.1038/nature08713
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Relativistic expansion in GRB? 
Paragi, 2010

Supernova Factory 
Perez-Torres 2009

Z=6.2 quasar EVN 
Frey et al



Hubble Deep Field observations 
Radcliffe et al., 2016



Gravitational lense, McKean et al.



Astrometry: maser distances in the CygX region, Rygl et al. 2012



Huygens

RadioAstron

JUICE-Laplace

VLBI for Space applications...
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Governance EVN & JIVE

•EVN continues to be a loose consortium 
•Different observatories operate on different speeds 
•Can be frustrating, indecisive, conservative 

•But also low threshold, easy for airing members 
•Nurtures many different participants  

•Existence of JIVE allows EVN to survive like this 

• JIVE: the foundation 
•Was established 1993 

•Ceased to exist 2016 
•Year overlap 

•Was really very easy 
•After we transferred all accounts 

•Foundation served well initially 
•Easy to establish, room for range of missions 

•But had some problems 
•Personal responsibility, maybe liability 
•Does not work well with international board 

•VAT issue with NWO personnel  
•Anchored at many different levels in various countries

15
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JIVE ERIC, going Brussels

•ERIC 
•Commitment by countries to facilitate a R.I. 
•Research Infrastructures with European significance 
•In some places mandate with ministries or parliament 

•Blessed by EC 
•But paid by Members 

•Follow local personnel law 
•VAT exemptions may be possible 
•For goods owned by the ERIC to do its mission 

•Favourable position EC programmes 
•Invitations to preparation meetings 

•ERIC directly eligible 

•Some programmes aimed at European RIs/ESFRI 

•Good opportunity 
•To polish up the corporate identity 
•Yes, the logo :-) 

•And table the (national) commitments 
•In a landscape that is SKA dominated
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•Status 
•NL, FR, SE, UK, ES from the start, 2014 

•LV joined 2016 

•INAF IT, DST SA contributing 

•And looking for membership 

•CAS CN, MPI DE contributing 

•Not likely to join
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ERIC, important details

•Structure to allow associated institutes 
•With voting rights on operational matters 

•If they contribute to operational budget 

•Relation with EVN 
•Only together we are a Research Infrastructure 

•Funding principles 
•Base fee 

•And percentage of local operations cost 
•Pay to get your data correlated 
•Fraction into common infrastructure 

•Relation with NWO 
•Needs to employ staff 
•Continuity is important 

•Equal working conditions in ASTRON building 

•Ability to do Research & Development 
•Need excellent scientists on staff 

•Who push and advertise the instrument 

•No explicit R&D budget 
•But ample expertise to keep everything going
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•Non standard solution for programme committee and 
data-rights: adhere to EVN MOU 
•New EVN - JIVE agreement on some of these issues 
•And representation in the Council 

•Special clauses in the ERIC Statutes  
•As well as the Rules of Procedure 
•MoA’s with the associated institutes

Complicated for a number of countries 
•Have multiple telescopes 
•Participate in multiple networks 
•No EVN operations or maintenance funds (yet)

•MOU with NWO arranges personnel status, even during 
transition 
•JIVE maintains reserves to cover personnel risks 
•Director has employer status 
•Working with ASTRON MT on homogeneous local 

practices

•Most staff has science time 
•Local scenery attractive for some scientists 
•Well positioned to apply for relevant R&D projects 
•Less so for personal grants
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ERIC at work…
•For a start, it came with a 5 year commitment 
•From most partners 

•VAT saving is substantial 

•Partnerships 
•Latvia was very determined to join 

•South Africa could become a Member 
•Important to the EC 

•Italy back on track to join ERIC? 

• Join forces with other ERICs/RIs 
•Discussion on financial, managerial issues 
•Looking for a common review principles 

•Open science etc.. 

•Attractive partner for EC projects 
•seen as a European radio astronomy entity?

18
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Projects

•The all important funding stream 
•Is the EVN transnational access program! 
•Based on making available fraction of EVN observing 
•Which is an enormous joint investments 

•Makes the EVN accessible by adaptive support 
•Preferred over making the perfect black box 

•R&D efforts are supported 
•BlackHoleCam support user software and recording for Event 

Horizon Telescope 

•ASTERICS support development of data handling and (N)EXPReS 
like development 

•RadioNet::RINGS to develop fringe fitting 

•Jumping JIVE: Sched, Geodesy capabilities, telescope support 

•BRAND-EVN important for EVN future 

•SKA-NL contributes to SADT and VLBI@SKA 

•Policy development and outreach 
•Some elements in RadioNet 

•Very strongly supported by JUMPING JIVE 
•Advertise JIVE as an attractive partner 
•Prepare for Global VLBI 

19

JUMPING JIVE
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Future

•Much more VLBI to support 
•Can support correlation with SKA1_Mid or African 

VLBI Network 

•But correlation? Any one can do that these days 

•(Adaptive) User Services and 

•Data curation will be key 
•Quality control & calibration 

•Especially for future, SKA users 
•Support Global VLBI array that is on-call 
•For transients  

•And commensal observation 

•Or time-critical space applications 

•Other roles for JIVE?

20
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Very Long Baseline Interferometry with the SKA
Zsolt Paragi∗1, Leith Godfrey2, Cormac Reynolds3, Maria Rioja4,5, Adam Deller2, BoZhang6, Leonid Gurvits1,37, Michael Bietenholz7,38, Arpad Szomoru1, HayleyBignall3, Paul Boven1, Patrick Charlot8, Richard Dodson9,10, Sándor Frey11, MichaelGarrett2,12, Hiroshi Imai13, Andrei Lobanov14, Mark Reid15, Eduardo Ros14,39, Huibvan Langevelde1,12, J. Anton Zensus14, Xing Wu Zheng16, Antxon Alberdi17, IvánAgudo1, Tao An6, Megan Argo18, Rob Beswick18, Andy D. Biggs19, AndreasBrunthaler14, Robert M. Campbell1, Giuseppe Cimó1, Francisco Colomer4,Stéphane Corbel20, John Conway21, David Cseh22, Roger Deane23,33, HeinoFalcke22, Krisztina Gabányi41,11, Marcin Gawronski24, Michael Gaylard7†, GabrieleGiovannini25, Marcello Giroletti25, Ciriaco Goddi1, Sharmila Goedhart7, José L.Gómez17, Alastair Gunn18, Taehyun Jung9, Preeti Kharb26, Hans-Rainer Klöckner14,Elmar Körding22, Yurii Yu. Kovalev27,14, Magdalena Kunert-Bajraszewska24, MichaelLindqvist21, Matt Lister28, Franco Mantovani14,25, Iván Martí-Vidal21, Mar Mezcua29,John McKean2, Enno Middelberg30, James Miller-Jones3, Javier Moldon2, TomMuxlow18, Tim O’Brien18, Miguel Pérez-Torres17, Sergei Pogrebenko1, JonathanQuick7, Anthony P. Rushton31,40, Richard Schilizzi18, Oleg Smirnov32,33, Bong WonSohn9, Gabriele Surcis1, Greg Taylor34, Steven Tingay3, Valeriu Tudose35,Alexander van der Horst36, Joeri van Leeuwen2,36, Tiziana Venturi25, RenéVermeulen2, Wouter Vlemmings21, Aletha de Witt7, Olaf Wucknitz14, Jun Yang211JIVE, 2Astron, 3ICRAR-Curtin U., 4OAN, 5ICRAR-UWA, 6ShAO, 7HartRAO, 8U. Bordeaux,9KASI, 10ICRAR-UWA, 11FÖMI SGO, 12 U. Leiden, 13Kagoshima U., 14MPIfR,15Harvard-Smithsonian CfA, 16SASS-Nanjing U., 17IAA-CSIC, 18JBO-U. Manchester, 19ESO,20CEA Saclay, 21OSO, 22RU Nijmegen, 23U. Cape Town, 24Toruń CfA–Nicolaus Copernicus U.,25IRA–INAF, 26IIA Bangalore, 27ASC–Lebedev Phys. I., 28Purdue U., 29IAC, 30Ruhr-U. Bochum,31U. Oxford, 32 Rhodes U., 33 SKA South Africa, 34UNM, 35Inst. Sp. Sci., 36U. Amsterdam, 37 TUDelft, 38 York U., Toronto, 39 U. Valencia, 40 U. Southampton, 41 U. SzegedE-mail: zparagi@jive.nl

Adding VLBI capability to the SKA arrays will greatly broaden the science of the SKA, and isfeasible within the current specifications. SKA-VLBI can be initially implemented by providingphased-array outputs for SKA1-MID and SKA1-SUR and using these extremely sensitive sta-tions with other radio telescopes, and in SKA2 by realising a distributed configuration providingbaselines up to thousands of km, merging it with existing VLBI networks. The motivation for andthe possible realization of SKA-VLBI is described in this paper.
Advancing Astrophysics with the Square Kilometre ArrayJune 8-13, 2014
Giardini Naxos, Italy

∗Speaker.
†Deceased

c⃝ Copyright owned by the author(s) under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike Licence. http://pos.sissa.it/

10’−30’

Matching resources: 30−100m telescopesSKA1-MID: phased array core; form multiple beams

~1°

Use in-beam calibrators  /  fast switching

~1°






